Installation Instructions
Wall Mounting Bracket and Ceiling Trim Flange for Paragon Screens by Draper

Caution
① Read instructions through completely before proceeding.
② Follow instructions carefully. Installation contrary to instructions invalidates warranty.
③ Should be installed level (using a carpenter's level).
④ Before attaching ceiling trim flange, flange must be cut to size.
⑤ Mount wall bracket and ceiling trim flange to screen case before suspending case.
⑥ Hardware for attaching ceiling trim flange and wall bracket to screen case is provided; it is the responsibility of the installer to provide the appropriate hardware for attaching mounting the screen case to the wall.

*These instructions cover only the addition of optional wall mounting brackets or ceiling flanges to the Paragon. For complete instructions on suspending and wiring the Paragon, please refer to the separate Paragon instruction sheet included with the screen (also available at www.draperinc.com).

Flange can be mounted to one or more sides, as needed.

Ceiling Tile Flange Dimensions:
1" W x 1.5" H x 1/16" thick

Please Note:
If wall mounting this unit, it is the responsibility of the installer to ensure appropriate mounting hardware is used, and that the wall structure is of adequate strength.

If you encounter any difficulties installing your wall mounting bracket or ceiling trim flange, call your dealer or Draper, Inc., Spiceland, Ind., (765) 987-7999, or fax (765) 987-71421.